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0 Introduction
We can fix some Riemannian metric g on a manifold nM  of dimension n
which defines the length of arc of a piecewise smooth curve and the continuous
function r (x; y)  of  the  distance  between  two  points x, yÎ nM . The topology
defined by the function of distance (metric) r is the  same as  the  topology  of  the
manifold nM , [5].
We should mention that it will suffice to prove that 3M  and 3S  are
homeomorphic since the existence of a homeomorphism between nM  and nS
(n=dim nM , n£6, n¹4) implies the existence of a diffeomorphism between them. If
n=7 then there exist such 28 smooth manifolds that every one from them is
homeomorphic to 7S  but any two from them are not diffeomorphic.
The proof of the main theorem is based on some notions from [1], [2] and
that will be considered step by step in the following sections. Some results can be
useful in the case when 3M  is not simply connected or can be generalized for
manifolds of dimension n>3.
In section 1, using a smooth triangulation and a Riemannian metric we see
that every compact, connected, closed manifold nM  of dimension n can be
represented as a union of a n–dimensional cell Сn and a connected union Kn–1 of
some finite number of (n–1) –– simplexes of the triangulation. A sufficiently small
2closed neighborhood of Kn–1 we  call  a geometric black hole. In  dimension  3  we
have 233 KCM È= .
In section 2, we get some technical results permitting to retract
2–dimensional and 1–dimensional simplexes from K2 having boundaries i. e. to
obtain a decomposition 233 ~~ KCM È=  where K2 contains less simplexes than K2
does.
In section 3, we consider the proof of the main theorem consisting of the
realization of several algorithms. The number of 2–dimensional simplexes of the
complex K2 becomes less every step and finally we have a decomposition
133 KCM È=  where K1 is a connected and simply connected union of some 1–
dimensional simplexes i. e. K1 is a tree. Using the section 2 we can retract complex
K1 to a point х0 therefore a decomposition { }033 xCM È=  is obtained and 3M  is
homeomorphic to sphere.
1. On extension of coordinate neighborhood
1°. Let nM  be a connected, compact, closed and smooth manifold of
dimension n and Cn be a cell (coordinate neighborhood) on nM .  A  standard
simplex Dn of dimension n is  the  set  of  points x=(x1, x2, ..., xn)Î nR  defined  by
conditions
0£xi£1, i= n,1 , x1+x2+...+xn£1.
We consider the interval of a straight line connected the center of some face
of Dn and the vertex which is opposite to this face. It is clear that the center of Dn
belongs to the interval. We can decompose Dn as  a  set  of  intervals  which  are
parallel to that mentioned above. If the center of Dn is connected by intervals with
points of some face of Dn then a subsimplex of Dn is obtained. All the faces of Dn
considered, Dn is  seen as a set  of  all  such subsimplexes.  Let U(Dn) be some open
neighborhood of Dn in Rn. A diffeomorphism φ : ( )®DnU Мп ( )( )nn D=jd  is called
a singular n–simplex on the manifold M n. Faces, edges, the center, vertexes of the
simplex nd  are defined as the images of those of Dn with respect to j.
The manifold M n is triangulable, [7]. It means that for any nll ££0,  such
a finite set Фl of diffeomorphisms φ : ®Dl Мп is defined that
a) M n is a disjunct union of images ( ) llInt Ф, ÎD jj ;
b) if lФÎj  then 1Ф -Î liej o  for every і where ie : kk D®D -1  is the
linear mapping transferring the vertexes 10 ,..., -kvv  of  the  simplex
1-Dk  in the
vertexes ki vvv ,...ˆ,...,0  of the simplex
kD .
2°. Let n0d  be  some simplex  of  the  fixed  triangulation  of  the  manifold Мп.
We paint the inner part nInt 0d of the simplex n0d in white and the boundary n0d¶  of
3n
0d  in  black.  There  exist  coordinates  on nInt 0d given by diffeomorphism φ0.  A
subsimplex nn 0
1
01 dd Ì-  is defined by a black face nn 0101 dd Ì-  and the center с0 of
n
0d . We connect с0 with the center d0 of the face 101-nd  and decompose the
subsimplex n01d  as a set of intervals which are parallel to the interval с0d0. The face
1
01
-nd  is a face of some simplex n1d  that has not been painted. We draw an interval
between d0 and the vertex 1v  of  the subsimplex
n
1d which is opposite to the face
1
01
-nd  then we decompose n1d as a set of intervals which are parallel to the interval
d0 1v . The set
nn
101 dd È  is a union of such broken lines every one from which
consists of two intervals where the endpoint of the first interval coincides with the
beginning of the second interval (in the face 101
-nd ) the first interval belongs to n01d
and the second interval belongs to n1d . We construct a homeomorphism (extension)
1
01j : ( )nnn IntInt 10101 ddd U® . Let us consider a point х nInt 01dÎ  and let x belong to a
broken line consisting of two intervals the first interval is of a length of s1 and the
second interval is of a length of s2 and let x be at a distance of s from the beginning
of the first interval. Then we suppose that ( )x101j  belongs to the same broken line
at a distance of s
s
ss ×+
1
21  from the beginning of the first interval. It is clear that
1
01j  is a homeomorphism giving coordinates on ( )nnInt 101 dd U .  We paint  points  of( )nnInt 101 dd U  white. Assuming the coordinates of points of white initial faces of
subsimplex n01d  to be fixed we obtain correctly introduced coordinates on( )nnInt 10 dd U . The set nn 101 dds U= is  called  a canonical polyhedron. We paint
faces of the boundary 1s¶ black.
We describe the contents of the successive step of the algorithm of extension
of coordinate neighborhood. Let us have a canonical polyhedron 1-ks  with white
inner points (they have introduced white coordinates) and the black boundary
1-¶ ks .  We look for such an n–simplex in 1-ks , let it be n0d  that has such a black
face, let it be 101
-nd  that  is  simultaneously a face of  some n–simplex, let it be n1d ,
inner points of which are not painted. Then we apply the procedure described
above to the pair n0d , n1d . As a result we have a polyhedron ks  with one simplex
more than 1-ks  has. Points of kInts  are painted in white and the boundary ks¶  is
painted in black. The process is finished in the case when all the black faces of the
last polyhedron border on the set of white points (the cell) from two sides.
After that all the points of the manifold Мп are painted in black or white,
otherwise we would have that Мп = nn MM 10 U  (the points of
nM 0  would be painted
and  those  of nM1  would be not) with
nM 0  and
nM1  being unconnected, which
would contradict of connectivity of Мп.
4Thus, we have proved the following
Theorem 1. Let  Мп be a connected, compact, closed, smooth manifold of
dimension n. Then Мп = =-- 11, nnnn KCKC IU Æ, where Сп is an п–dimensional
cell and Кп–1 is a union of some finite number of (п–1)–simplexes of the
triangulation.
3°. We consider the initial simplex n0d  of the triangulation and its center с0.
Drawing intervals between the point с0 and points of all the faces of n0d  we obtain
a decomposition of n0d  as  a  set  of  the  intervals.  In 2° the homeomorphism y :
®nInt 0d Сп was constructed and y  evidently maps every interval above on a
piecewise smooth broken line g  in Сп. We denote
nM~ =Мп \{c0}. nM
~  is a connected and simply connected manifold if Мп is that. Let
І=[0;1], we define a homotopy F: nM~ ×І® nM~ : (х; t) a у=F(x;t) in the following
way
a) F(z; t)=z for every point zÎKn-1;
b)  if a point x belongs to the broken line g  in Сп and the distance between x
and its limit point zÎKn-1 is s(x) then у=F(x; t) is on the same broken line g  at a
distance of (1–t)s(x) from the point z.
It is clear that F(x;0)=х, F(x;1)=z and we have obtained the following
Theorem 2. The spaces nM~ and Кп–1 are homotopy–equivalent, in
particular, the groups of singular homologies Hk ( )nM~ and Hk ( )1-nK  are
isomorphic for every k.
Corollary 2.1. The space Кп–1 is connected and if Мп is simply connected
then Кп–1 is simply connected too.
Remark. The white coordinates are extended from the simplex n0d  in the
simplex n1d  through the face 101-nd  hence 101-nIntd  has also the white coordinates.
On the other hand there exist two linear structures (intervals, the center etc) on
n
01d  induced from n0d  and n1d  respectively. Further, we set that the linear structure
of 101
-nd  is the structure induced from n0d .
2. On the complex 2K
For a three–dimensional, connected, compact, closed, smooth manifold М 3
we consider a decomposition 233 KCM U=  obtained in theorem 1.
We  call  simplexes  of  dimension  3,  2,  1  by  tetrahedrons,  triangles,  edges
(intervals) respectively.
1°. Definition 1. a) A triangle from the complex 2K  is  called  a
f–triangle (free) if it has at least one free edge i. e. such an edge that it is not an
edge of any other triangle from 2K .
5b) A triangle from the complex 2K  is called a m–triangle if it has such an
edge that is an edge of more than two triangle from 2K . A m–triangle can not be a
f–triangle.
c) A triangle from the complex 2K  is called a s–triangle (standard) if every
its edge is an edge of only one other triangle from 2K .
Fig. 1.
Let us have a f–triangle 2d Î 2K  with some free edge 1d . We consider such
a polyhedron s which s is  a  set  of  all  the  tetrahedrons  with 1d  as their edge.
Among them we have exactly two tetrahedrons, let they be 31d  and 3ld  with 2d  as
their face. We call the output of 31d  the face 21d  with 1d  as its edge. Inner points
of the triangle 21d  are white because the edge 1d  is free. The face 21d  is a face of
another tetrahedron 32d  that has only one another face 22d  with the edge 1d ,
moreover, all inner points of the triangle 22d  are white. The faces 21d  and 22d  are
called respectively the input and output (conversions) of the tetrahedron 32d . The
face 22d  is called the input of some tetrahedron 33d etc. Taking a finite number of
steps we come to the tetrahedron 3ld  with an input 21-ld  with 1d  as its edge and all
inner points of the triangle 21-ld  are  white.  Thus,  we  obtain U
l
i
i
1
3
=
= ds  (minimal
6possible meaning is l=3). We have to note that all inner points of the faces of
conversions 21d , ..., 21-ld  in the tetrahedrons of the polyhedron s are white.
We call the midpoint of an interval a point that divides this interval into two
equal parts by length in metric g (it might not be identical to a center of the
interval). As usually, we call a median of a triangle an interval connecting a vertex
of the triangle and the midpoint of the opposite side. Such a median is unique in
white triangle (see remark from 3°, 1) there are two such medians m0 and 0m¢  in a
black triangle. We decompose the tetrahedrons 31d  and 3ld  as sets of intervals
every one of them is parallel to the median m0 ( 0m¢ ) if the interval belongs to 31d
( 3ld ) where the medians m0 and 0m¢  of the triangle 2d  (provided with two linear
structures) are drawn to the midpoint of the edge d . One of the endpoints of every
such an interval belongs to 21d  or 21-ld  and the other one belongs to the boundary
of the polyhedron s. Further, we decompose every one of the tetrahedrons
3
2d , ..., 31-ld  as a set of intervals that are parallel to the edge of the tetrahedron
which is not in conversions of the tetrahedron. Such intervals connect the points of
the input and the output of the tetrahedron. Thus, the polyhedron s is decomposed
as a set of l–broken lines. We should mention that (Ints)\ 2d  and some part of the
boundary of s are painted in white i. e. their points have white coordinates.
2°. Proposition 3. We can redistribute coordinates of white points of the
polyhedron s and introduce white coordinates of points from Int 12 dd È
(construct the corresponding homemorphism js) in such way that the following
conditions are fulfilled
a) all the points of Int s are painted in white i.e. have white coordinates,
b) white coordinates of points of boundary faces of the polyhedron s are not
changed.
Proof. Let a white point xÎ(Ints)\ 2d  then it belongs to a broken line
x0x1...xl, where xiÎ 2id , i=1, ..., l–1, x0 is the beginning of the corresponding interval
from the decomposition of 31d , and xl is the endpoint of the corresponding interval
from the decomposition of 3ld , xi–1xi is the interval from the decomposition of 3id
(see 1°). We draw the median m1 to the edge 1d  of  the  triangle 21d  then  we
decompose 21d  as a set of intervals pavallel to m1. We consider broken lines
consisting of two intervals of the decompositions of 21d  and 2d  in the tetrahedron
3
1d  where  the  beginning  of  the  other  interval  coincides  with  the  endpoint  of  the
first one in 1d .  Let  a  point x1 belong  to  some interval  of  a  length  of s1 from the
decomposition of 21d  at a distance of s from the beginning of the interval, let the
other interval of the corresponding broken line is of a length of s2 and lies in 2d .
We consider a mapping by length js: 21d ® 21d È 2d : x1a y1=js(x1)  where  the
7point y1 belongs  to  the  same  broken  line  at  a  distance  of ss
ss
1
21 +  from  the
beginning of the first interval. It is clear that js is a homeomorphism from Int 21d
on Int( 21d È 2d ) introducing white coordinates on Int( 21d È 2d ).
Let us draw an interval between x0 and y1 in 31d  we  shall  consider  the
following cases.
Fig. 2.1
1) y1Î 2d . We draw the interval y1xl in the tetrahedron 3ld  and set that js
maps the broken line x0x1...xl on the broken line x0y1xl by length and js(x0)=x0,
js(xl)=xl, js(x1)=y1, therefore the point y=js(x), yÎx0y1xl, is defined uniquely.
Fig. 2.2
82) y1Î 2d . We consider the broken line x0y1y2...yl–1xl where yi–1yi is  an
interval of the decomposition of the tetrahedron 3id  constructed in 2°  and  we
suppose that js maps the broken line x0x1...xl on the broken line x0y1y2...yl–1xl by
length and js(x0)=x0, js(xl)=xl, js(xi)=yi, i=1, ..., l–1, therefore the point y=js(x),
yÎx0y1y2...yl–1xl is uniquely defined.
3) For every white point x of the boundary of the polyhedron s we
suppose that js(x)=x.
Thus, one–to–one mapping js : (s \ 2d )®s has been constructed. It is clear
that js is an homemorphism. Obviously, the conditions a) and b) are fulfilled
QED.
The constructed homemorphism js makes possible to paint any f–triangle
white. It is clear that process of painting of f–triangles described in the proof of
proposition 3 is reduced to retracting every of them to corresponding two edges,
therefore, it does not change the simple connectivity of space on every step. Sets of
black and white points will be denoted by 2K and 3C respectively on every step.
3°. Definition 2. An edge 1d =x0x1 is called isolated if it is not an edge of
any triangle from 2K and one of the endpoints of the interval 1d  (let  it  be x1) is
free i. e. it is not an endpoint of any edge from 2K .
An isolated edge 1d  can  appear  as  a  result  of  painting  in  white  some
neighboring f–triangles containing 1d . We consider polyhedrons s and s  where s
is  the  set  of  all  tetrahedrons  with x1 as their vertex and s  is  the  set  of  all
tetrahedrons with 1d  as their edge. It is clear that s Ìs and all the points of Ints
are white with the exception of black points of 1d \{x0}.
Proposition 4. We can redistribute coordinates of white points of the
polyhedron s and introduce white coordinates of points from Int 1d È{x1}
(construct the corresponding homeomorphism) in such a way that the following
condition are fulfilled)
a) all the points of Ints are painted in white i. e. have white coordinates,
b) white coordinates of points of boundary faces of the polyhedron s are not
changed.
Proof. We shall divide the proof into two steps.
9Fig. 3.
1) We consider the Riemannian manifold ( 3M , g). Let a point x2 be the
midpoint of the interval 1d =x0x. By the definition of triangulation x2x1 is  a
segment of a differentiable curve x=x(s) of a length of s1 (x(0)=x2, x(s1)=x1) and the
tangent vector Xx= x& (s)  is  defined  in  every  point  of  the  curve.  The  pair  (x1, 1xX )
defines a segment of a geodesic g : x=x(s) where sÎ[0; s3]. We can choose a
segment g so small  that g belongs to Ints and g has no points of self–intersection
and points of intersection with 1d . Thus, we can consider the segment of the curve
l : x=x(s), sÎ[0; s1+s3] consisting of two parts above and belonging to Ints. There
exists sufficiently small normal tubular neighborhood Tb(l)ÌInts, [6]. Further,
Tb(l)=UD (x(s), e), where D(x(s); e)={y=expx(s)(tx) | x^Xx(s), ||x||=1, 0£t£e}.
For a fixed vector
2222
,1||||, xxxx X^= xxx by the parallel transport with
respect to the Riemannian connection Ñ there exists the unique vector field x along
the curve l and the rectangle Rc(x)={y=expx(s)(tx)  |  0£s£s1+s3,  0£t£e}.  In  the
rectangle Rc(x) we consider the following segments of curves l0: y=expx(s)(t0x),
t=t0, sÎ[0; s1+s3]; l1: y=expx(s) ÷÷ø
ö
ççè
æ
+ x
e
31 ss
s , sÎ[0; s1+s3]; l2: y=expx(s) ( ) ÷÷ø
ö
ççè
æ - xe 1
3
ss
s
,
sÎ[s1; s1+s3]. Let y2= )(exp 02 xtx Îl0, y3= )(exp 03 xtx Îl0, y1=l0Çl1, y4=l0Çl2 and the
corresponding lengthes of segments of the curve l0 are equal to 1s  for y2y1, 2s  for
y1y4, 3s  for y4y3. A mapping j1 is defined in the following way
a) j1|s\Tb(l)=id; b) if yÎy4y3Ìl0 and y is at a distance of s from y4 then j1(y)Îy1y3Ìl0
and j1(y)  is  at  a  distance  of ss
ss
3
31 +  from y1, in particular, j1(y4)=y1; c) if
10
yÎy2y4Ìl0 and y is  at  a  distance of s from y2 then j1(y)Îy2y1Ìl0 and j1(y)  is  at  a
distance of s
ss
s
21
1
+  from y2, in particular, j1(y4)=y1; d) if for l0 t0=e, then
0|1lj =id; e) if xÎx1x3Ìl and x is at a distance of s from x1 then j1(x)Îx2x3Ìl and
j1(x)  is  at  a  distance of ss
ss
3
31 +  from x2, in particular, j1(x1)=x2. An one–
to–one correspondence j1 : (Tb(l)\ 1d ) ® (Tb(l)\{x2}) has been constructed and j1
is an homeomorphism introducing white coordinates on (Tb(l)\{x2}), in addition,
j1=id on the boundary ¶Tb(l)\{x2}. Thus, Int(x2x1)È{x1} is painted in white.
Fig. 4.
2) All the points of Ints  are white except for black points of the interval
x0x2Ì 1d . Let 3d  be some tetrahedron from s  then we consider a cross–section
Tr(u0) (triangle) of 3d  passing through the edge 1d  and  a  point u0 belonging to
that edge of 3d  that is crossed with 1d . We draw the median x0u1 and the interval
u1x2 in the triangle Tr(u0), where u1 is the midpoint of the interval u0x1. Let z0z1
be any interval in Tr(u0) parallel to 1d  where z0Îu0x0, z1Îu1x1, z2 is  the  point  of
intersection of the interval z0z1 and the median x0z1, z3  is the point of intersection of
the intervals z0z1 and u1x2 the lengthes of intervals are respectively equal to 0~s  for
z0z2, 2~s  for z2z3, 1~s  for z3z1.
A mapping j2 is defined in the following way
a) j2(z0)=z0, j2(z1)=z1 and j2(z)=z for zÎz0z1 where z1Îu0u1; b) if zÎz3z1
and z is  at  a  distance  of s from z3 then j2(z)Îz2z1  and j2(z)  is  at  a  distance  of
s
s
ss
1
12
~
~~ +  from z2, in particular, j2(z3)=z2; c) if zÎz0z3 and z is  at  a  distance  of s
11
from z0 then j2(z)Îz0z2 and j2(z) is at a distance of sss
s
20
0
~~
~
+  from z0, in particular,
j2(z3)=z2; d) if xÎx2x1 and x is at a distance of s from x2 then j2(x)Îx0x1 and j2(x)
is at a distance of s
s
ss
1
10 +  from x0, in particular, j2(x2)=x0.
It is clear that j2=id on the boundary ¶s  and that j2 is a homeomorphism
between s \{x0x2} and s \{x0},  introducing white coordinates on Ints .
Thus, the composition of the homeomorphism j1 and j2 gives us the
realization of all the conditions of the proposition.
QED.
4°. We assume that in the process of painting f–triangles white by the
proposition 3 all the triangles from 2K  are white i.e. that we have a representation
133 KCM È= , O/=Ç 13 KC , where 3C  is a three–dimensional cell and 1K  is  a
connected union of finite number of black edges of the triangulation. Since the
process of painting f–triangles white does not influence simple connectedness of a
space that is been obtained after every step then 1K  is a tree if the complex 2K  is
simply connected. Painting isolated edges of 1K  in white by the proposition 4 as a
result we have unique black point x0. Thus, we obtain a representation
);( 0
33 exBCM È= , where );( 0 exB  is an open geodesic ball with the center in
x0 and of radius e. The manifold 3M  is homeomorphic to sphere 3S  by  the
following lemma 5.
Lemma 5 [5]. If a topological manifold Mn is a union of two n–dimensional
cells then Mn is homeomorphic to sphere nS .
3. Proof of the main theorem
The proof has a combinatorial nature and assumes the realization of a
number  of  algorithms.  We  consider  that  step  by  step.  The  initial  complex 2K  is
assumed to be connected, simply connected and without free triangles.
1°. We call a sequence of tetrahedrons (triangles, edges) a simple chain
(s – chain) if every such a simplex participates in the sequence only one time and if
every subsequent tetrahedron (triangle, edge) has a common face (edge, vertex)
with the previous one. The number of elements of an s–chain is called the length of
the s–chain.
Let 20d  and 21d  be  two  triangles  from  the  complex 2K  with 10d as their
common edge. The edge 10d  can also be an edge of some m–triangles other than 20d
and 10d .
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Lemma 6. We can rebuild the complex 2K in such a way that 20d and 21d
are standard by the edge 10d i. e. we have no m–triangles by the edge 10d .  A new
rebuilt complex 2K  is connected and simple connected.
Proof. We consider an s–chain of tetrahedrons with 10d  as their edge the first
of which has the upper part of 20d  as its face and the last of which has the upper
part of 21d  as its face (the notions upper and lower parts are naturally defined if we
consider a small geodesic ball with a center in an inner point of the edge 10d , this
ball is divided by the union 20d È 21d  into two open subsets which are called upper
and lower respectively).
In this s–chain we can find a tetrahedron, let it be 31d , which is the first from
the s–chain to have a m–triangle as its face. Thus, we obtain an s–chain 31d , …, 31ld
of tetrahedrons (some of them have m–triangles as their faces) 3
1ld has the upper
part of 21d  as its face. We cancel the white painting of points of 32d , …, 31ld . Then
we consider the center of the tetrahedron 31d and realize the of extension of white
coordinates through all the faces (including m–triangles) of the s–chain
3
1d , …, 31ld  with
1
0d  as their edge. So, Int( 32d È...È 31ld ) and all the inner points of
conversions are painted in white, other faces of 32d , …, 31ld  (except for
conversions) are painted in black.
We shall note that in the process of repainting those faces in black so–called
dead end might appear. We consider the tree L connecting by intervals all the
centers of the tetrahedrons of the triangulation and the centers of all the white
faces. If we repaint a face 2d  of one from tetrahedrons 3d  of an s–chain from
white in to black the tree L might be divided by 2d  into two parts L  and L' where
L contains the center of 3d  and L' defines tetrahedrons forming a dead end.
Repainting the dead end in black (its boundary has been painted in this colour) we
carry out the extension of white coordinates from 3d  through the face 2d  as it was
described in section 1. As a result all the points of the dead end and inner points of
2d  are painted in white and L' is connected with L  (the simplest example is a dead
end made of one tetrahedron). If we have several dead ends then the procedure
above is applied to every one of them. The similar operation can be done from the
lower part of 20d  on to the lower part of 21d . As a result of the procedure the edge
1
0d  is an edge of only two triangles 20d  and 21d  of a new rebuilt connected and
simple connected complex K2 i. e. 20d  and 21d  are standard by the edge 10d .  It  is
obvious that the set of all the white points remains a three–dimensional cell.
QED.
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It  is  well  known  (see,  for  example,  [3]) that a connected and simple
connected complex K2 is homotopy–equivalent to union of two–dimensional
spheres. We set a task of rebuilding the complex K2 in  order  to  extract  from it  a
two–dimensional disk (two–dimensional sphere) the points of which will be
painted in blue.
We consider the process of the extension of a coordinate neighborhood
described in section 1. We choose any triangle 20d  from K2 as an initial polygon s0.
The set Ints0 is painted in blue (inner points of 20d  have coordinates given by the
corresponding simplex) and the boundary ¶s0 is painted in red. We choose any red
edge 10d  in the polygon s0,  then we consider any black triangle 21d  from K2 with
1
0d  as its edge. Using lemma 6 we rebuild K2 moving all m–triangles from 10d  on to
the boundary ¶s1 where s1=s0È 21d . Drawing medians in 20d  and 21d  to 10d we
decompose these triangle as sets of intervals which are parallel to the medians. By
the two–dimensional version of theorem 1 we can extend blue coordinates from
Ints0 into Ints1 painting Ints1 in blue and the boundary ¶s1 of  the  obtained
polygon in red. We shall note that a chosen linear structure on 21d  is coordinated
with the linear structure on 20d i. e. it  has  been  induced  by  that  of  the  two
tetrahedrons which has similar direction («up» or «down») with the tetrahedron
inducing the linear structure on 20d .
Further, we consider the following k–th  step  of  extension  of  the canonical
polygon sk–1 where the inner points of sk–1 are blue and the red boundary ¶sk–1 is
homemorphic to the circle S1. The blue points can not be limit points of the set of
black triangles from K2.
2°. Let Extsk–1 be the set of all the black triangles from K2 with at least one
red edge. We assume that there exists a triangle 2kd  in Extsk–1 with two red edges.
Extending blue coordinates through one of them we have a red edge 1kd  (inner
edge) one of the endpoints of which (let it be x0) is not an endpoint of some other
red edge. The edge 1kd  is the common edge of two blue triangles 2kd  and 2kd  and,
generally speaking, there exist m–triangles with the edge 1kd .
Lemma 7. We can rebuild the complex 2K  in such a way that we have no
black m–triangles on 1kd , as well as no a black triangle with the point x0 as its
vertex. A new rebuilt complex 2K  is connected and simple connected.
Proof. By  analogy  with  lemma  6  we  consider  an s–chain of tetrahedrons
with 10d  as their edge the first of which has the upper part of 2kd  as its face and the
last  of  which has the upper part  of 21d  as its face. We consider the s–subchain of
tetrahedrons the first of which has the first (towards passing of the s–chain) black
m–triangle on 1kd  as its face, the last of which has the last black m–triangle on 1kd
as its face. Then we apply the algorithm decribed in the proof of lemma 6. As a
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result of the process we obtain only one black upper m–triangle 2bd and one of its
edges (let it be 1bd ) has x0 as its vertex.
We consider the set s of all the blue triangles with x0 as their vertex. If we
choose a small geodesic ball with the center in x0 then  the  ball  is  devided  by s
into  two  subsets  where  the upper semiball contains the edge 1bd  and the lower
semiball is the other one. We call a trace of a simplex with a vertex or endpoint in
the point x0 its intersection with the semiball (or its surface called hemisphere).
Further, we consider the set of black triangles (they are not f–triangles) with
the point x0 as their vertex (exept for 2bd ) and situated «up» i. e. with traces in the
upper semiball. We extract pyramids from this  set.  The  trace  of  the surface of a
pyramid formed  of  some  black  triangles  is  a maximal closed oval curve on  the
upper hemisphere i.  e a curve that devides the upper hemisphere into two parts.
Any exterior white point of the hemisphere close to the oval can be connected with
the blue boundary by a white curve and any interior white point with respect of the
oval cannot. Such ovals can be connected among themselves by segments of black
curves (they are traces of black triangles called partitions).
Further,  we  consider  one  of  the  pyramids  and  any s–chain of white
tetrahedrons with the vertex x0 situated «up», the first of which has the upper part
of a blue triangle from s as its face and the last of which (the first in the s–chain)
has a black triangle from the surface of the pyramid as its face. In the set of all
possible similar s–chains we look for an s–chain of the minimal length. In the last
tetrahedron 3ld  of  the s–chain we consider the subtetrahedron 30ld  with the center
of 3bd  as its vertex and the mentioned above black triangle as its face. The latter
belongs to tetrahedron 3
1ld . The inner points of
3
1ld  are simultaneously inner points
of the pyramid. Canceling white painting of those inner points and painting all the
faces of 3
1ld  in black we extend white coordinates from
3
0ld  into
3
1ld  through their
common face as it was described in section 1 and paint those inner points in white
again. A new one more length s–chain has been obtained and there exist two black
faces with x0 as their vertex in the last tetrahedron 31ld  of this s–chain. If we obtain
a dead end then we eliminate it by the procedure described in lemma 6. It is clear
that 3
1ld  has no blue edge because otherwise the trace of the edge would be a blue
inner point with respect to the oval. Further, we iterate the above algorithm and so
on. If at some step of the algorithm f– triangles appear then we paint them in white
by proposition 3. As it has been noted in the proof of this proposition the painting
of boundary points of a polyhedron containing a black f– triangle is not changed. It
is clear that in the end one black edge has been obtained (the oval has been
retracted to a point on the hemisphere). If this edge is an edge of a partition then
the partition is a f– triangle and we can retract it by proposition 3. Similarly, we act
with all the upper pyramids and their partitions. Finally, the triangle 2bd  becomes
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free  and  we  can  paint  it  white  by  proposition  3.  The  similar  procedure  can  be
realized from below.
It is obvious that the set of all the white points is a three–dimensional cell at
every step. It is clear that the last rebuilt complex K2 is connected and simple
connected because of a homotopy–equivalence.
QED.
Remark. So–called semi–isolated edges can remain at the point x0
(the trace of such an edge on a hemisphere is an isolated black point) connecting
the point x0 and black two–dimensional subcomplexes which cannot be connected
by a  black curve, otherwise we have a contradiction to simple connectivity of K2.
If we have isolated edges at the point x0 then we can retract them by proposition 4.
Further, a structure consisting of a semi–isolated edge and a black subcomplex
joined to it is called a «black flower» growing from the point x0.
Thus, for every point xÎ Intsk=Int(sk–1È 2kd ) there exists a sufficiently small
geodesic ball В(х) that have no points from black triangles in В(х).
Lemma 8. The red points of the set IntskÇ 1kd  can be painted in blue i. e. all
the points from Intsk have blue coordinates and Intsk is a two–dimensional cell.
Proof is a simple modification of proposition 3 on the two–dimensional case
(for illustration see figures 2.1, 2.2).
QED.
3°. At some step of the realization of the above algorithm using lemmas 6, 7,
8 an appearance of a tringle 2kd  from Extsk–1 with all the three red vertexes is
possible. We extend blue coordinates through a red edge of 2kd , having released
this edge from m–triangles by lemma 6. As a result we obtain such a subset
2
0
22
1 )( KKkkk =ÌÈ= - dss that its inner points are blue and the red boundary ks¶
is homeomorphic to a pair of circles (a figure eight curve) with a generic point x0.
Let g0 be one of the loops of the figure eight curve homeomorphic to S1 and with
the support point x0. g0 is a broken line composed of red edges. It follows from
simple connectivity of 20K  there exists a homotopy
0F : I
2 ® 20K : (s; t) a gs(t), 0F (0; t)=g0(t), 0F (1; t)=x0, 0F (s; 0)= 0F (s; 1)=x0.
Thus, three sides of unit square I2 are mapped by 0F into the point x0 and its
left side (s=0) is mapped onto the broken line g0. It is obvious that the loops of the
figure eight curve are homotopic to each other in the set of blue points but they can
not be retracted in this set hence 0F (I
2) contains points of black triangles which are
not triangles of black flowers growing on ks . It is clear because any loop from K2
with a black subloop on a flower growing from some point x and also blue (red)
points is homotopic to a loop passing through the point x which has no generic
points with this flower.
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Fig. 5.
We mark  such  points  of  the  left  side  of  the  square I2 that their images are
vertexes of the broken line g0, then we draw horizontal straight lines through the
points. We draw additional horizontal and vertical straight lines and we divide the
square I2 into a set of rectangles. Further, every one of the rectangles is divided by
its diagonal into two triangles. As a result we obtain so small triangulation S0 of I2
that the mapping 0F  has a simplicial approximation F0, [4]. Since F0 : I
2 ® 20K  is
simplicial, then F0 maps simplexes of the triangulation S0 onto simplexes of F0(I2).
Further, we call homotopies only homotopies of the
type F0.
Lemma 9. The set of blue points ks bounded by figure eight curve can be
reduced to a canonical polyhedron by a retraction of one from its two loops.
Proof. We consider the homotopy F0 and paint simplexes of the square I2 in
the colours corresponding to the colours of their images in F0(I2).  In  addition,  if
two blue triangles from I2 are mapped in the same triangle from F0(I2) and if they
also have a red simplex (a s–chain of red triangles) as their generic boundary then
we repaint this simplex (the s–chain) in blue. If a blue triangle from I2 has a part of
the side of I2 (s=0, drawing 5) as its edge or it borders on such an edge through a
red simplex (a s–chain  of  red  triangles),  then  this  edge  (simplex  or s–chain) we
also repaint in blue. Thus, any two blue triangles from I2 can be connected by a s–
chain of blue triangles and also through a blue edge on the side (s=0) with exterior
of I2 in the case if there exist blue triangles in F0(I2)  and  out  of F0(I2).
If follows from the fact that the set of blue triangles is indivisible by construction.
Further, it has been noted that F0(I2) contains black triangles. We consider a
black triangle from F0(I2) with the most distant component of the broken line g0 as
its edge. Having released this edge from m–triangles by lemma 6 we extend blue
coordinates through this edge and we obtain a new broken line g1 in a new complex
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2
1K . Further, we consider a homotopy F1 mapped the left side of I
2(s=0, drawing 5)
onto g1 and the other sides of I2 into the point x0.
Out of the black triangles from F1(I2) we choose a triangle with the most
distant red edge from x0 and repaint this triangle in blue obtaining a new broken
line g2 in a new complex 22K  and so forth. Inner  red  edges  in  a  complex  can  be
repainted in blue by lemmas 7, 8.
Thus, there exists a sequence of homotopies F0, F1, F2,  ...  .  At every step a
set of blue triangles is increased by one triangle. Since a number of such triangles
is  restricted by a number of  all  the 2–simplexes of  the triangulation then at  some
step we have a situation when a red broken line g is the boundary of a single black
triangle d2 with the vertex x0. Repainting inner points of d2 in blue and eliminating
red edges by lemma 7, 8 we obtain a canonical polygon.
We shall mention that if there are no black triangles in the square then we
have no a closed broken line consisting of red simplexes (respectively red loops in
F(I2)) in I2 since otherwise we get a contradiction to indivisibility of blue points of
the complex (there are not m– triangles on blue edges).
QED.
4°. Using  lemmas  6,  7,  8,  9  we  continue  the  extension  of  a  canonical
polygon. In addition, the following situation (a situation of disk) when at some step
a canonical polygon sk appears  is  possible,  with  a  furthest  extension  of sk being
impossible i. e. Extsk is empty. Black pyramids might exist in the vertexes of a red
broken line that is the boundary of sk. By analogy with the process considered in
the proof of lemma 7 we transform all those pyramids and partitions (we need not
introduce upper and lower pyramids because a set of blue points in a ball forms a
sector of the disk and the trace of the set on the sphere is an arc of a circle)
probably, in addition, obtaining black flowers. In this case all the blue triangles
with red edges are free. Moving in reverse order to the process of the extension of
sk we  consistently  contort  all  the  blue  triangles  by  proposition  3.  As  a  result  we
obtain a new complex of black triangles 2K  consisting of the black triangles from
the initial complex K2 which have no generic points with the polygon sk. Indeed,
the process of rebuilding of K2 by  lemmas  6,  7  touches  upon  only  those  black
triangles which have generic points with sk (in any small ball). Thus, the number
of black triangles of the complex 2K  is certainly less than the number of those in
K2.  It  is  obvious  that 2K  is connected and simple connected because of a
homotopy–equivalence. By setting 2K  as an initial complex K2 we  begin  the
construction of a canonical blue polygon again (see 1°, 2°, 3°) and so forth. If the
described above situation of a disk is always repeated then et some step of our
algorithm the set of black triangles must be exhausted i. e. we come to 4°, 2.
Remark. The obtained complex can be imagined as a «tree with flowers»
growing in the endpoints of the branches of the tree. An iteration of the algorithm
can be interpreted as a sequential transformation of those flowers into branches to
get a tree in the end.
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5°. Using  lemmas  6,  7,  8,  9  we  continue  the  extension  of  a  canonical
polygon. In the end we have only two variants: the situation of a disk (see 4°) or a
so–called situation of sphere considered below. We assume that at some step of
our algorithm we have a canonical polygon and its red boundary is the boundary of
a black triangle. Extending coordinates inside of this triangle and painting its
interior  points  in  blue  we  apply  lemmas  6,  7,  8.  As  a  result  we  have  unique  red
point x0. It is obvious that the set M2 of all the blue points and the red point x0 is
homeomorphic to sphere S2 and M2 is an embedded sectionally smooth
submanifold in M3 (in general, smoothness is violated in the points of K1 where K1
is  the set  of  all  the edges of  triangles forming M2). Let Tb(K1)= U
1Kx
B
Î
(x; e) where
B (x; e) is the closed geodesic ball with the center in the point x and of the radius
e>0. We cancel the white painting of the points of Tb(K1). It is clear that we can
choose such a small e>0 that  a  set  of  white points  forms a 3–dimensional  cell  as
before, further, such an e will be considered. Taking into account the smoothness
of edges of K1 (any such an edge l has a normal tubular neighborhood Tb(l)
considered in proposition 4) it is clear that the surface M2 can be approximated by
a smooth surface 2M in the following sense
M2 \Tb(K1)= 2M \Tb(K1), 2M Ì(M2ÈTb(K1)).
For example, such a procedure can be realized with the help of partition of
unity along every edge and in vertexes from K1. Corresponding continuous
functions are approximated by smooth functions in the neighborhood Tb(l) of
every edge l i. e. interfaces of triangles are smoothed. The surface 2M  is a smooth
embedded submanifold in M3.
Theorem [6]. Let M be a smooth simple connected manifold and N be its
smooth compact connected submanifold of codimension 1. If ¶M=¶N=Æ then N
separates M.
So, since M3 is simple connected therefore the submanifold 2M  must
separate M3. But the set of white points is not separated. The obtained
contradiction shows that the situation of sphere is impossible.
The main theorem is completely proved.
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